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Convergent evidence
Richard Parncutt, January 2016

Convergent evidence is an important concept in theoretical, interdisciplinary research. If you can find convergent evidence for a claim or thesis, you are more likely to convince your interdisciplinary, international academic colleagues that it is correct, or at least promising. The likelihood that your claim is right will increase.

If a research question is relevant for several different disciplines, possible answers to that question (i.e. possible theses, or statements that could turn out to be correct if supported by evidence) should be checked from the viewpoint of those relevant disciplines. If different pieces of evidence in support of a given thesis can be found within or between those different relevant disciplines, we may speak of convergent evidence.

One of the most common errors in interdisciplinary research is to ignore a relevant discipline. Consider two related disciplines in which I am involved - music psychology and music theory. The literature in both these disciplines is full of questions that are relevant for both. Often, researchers try to answer such questions from the point of view of their main discipline, ignoring the other. The music psychologists ignore the music theorists and vice-versa. In general, that doesn't work. If you really want to answer a question, you would be wise to examine it from all relevant, established epistemological angles, taking advantage of what people in those areas know about your question and how to answer it.

The word "convergent" conjures up a visual image that evidence is coming from different directions toward a central point (above left). Imagine a multidimensional map of different research questions and answers. The closer two points are to each other on the map, the more similar they are. Your research question, and possible answers to it, lie somewhere on that map. Convergent evidence for your thesis is coming toward your research question from different directions. If the evidence is divergent, pointing in different directions, your thesis is wrong or poorly formulated. To solve the problem, creatively reformulate your thesis so that it lies closer to the point to which the lines of evidence converge.

Here is another example from my work. Many music psychologists believe that musical skills are mainly learned, so it is misleading to speak of "talent". Is that really true? To be sure about that, we need convergent evidence from relevant disciplines or subdisciplines. These could include (music) history, theory, anthropology, behavioral psychology, cognitive psychology, developmental psychology, neuropsychology, and education. If you do this carefully, studying relevant literature in all of these disciplines, you might find some interesting counterevidence: although neuropsychological studies are generally consistent with the kind of neuroplasticity that would allow musical skills to be mainly learned, some have produced evidence for innate aspects of musical skill.

Convergent evidence can also be defined independently of academic disciplines. If two independent research groups do a similar experiment and get a similar result, although they may reasonably have got a different result (and might even have been motivated to do so), then the experiment has been replicated, which is a form of convergent evidence. If they don't, and the experiment really is good (valid, reliable, with a large, representative sample, and so on), the original hypothesis has been falsified.

